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ABSTRACT
The intergalactic medium (IGM) plays an important role in the formation and evo-
lution of galaxies. Recent developments in upcoming radio telescopes are starting to
open up the possibility of making a first direct detection of the 21 cm signal of neutral
hydrogen (HI) from the warm gas of the IGM in large-scale filaments. The cosmolog-
ical hydrodynamical EAGLE simulation is used to estimate the typical IGM filament
signal. Assuming the same average signal for all filaments, a prediction is made for the
detectability of such a signal with the upcoming mid-frequency array of the Square
Kilometer Array (SKA1-mid) or the future upgrade to SKA2. The signal-to-noise
(S/N) then only depends on the size and orientation of each filament. With filament
spines inferred from existing galaxy surveys as a proxy for typical real filaments, we
find hundreds of filaments in the region of the sky accessible to the SKA that can be
detected. Once the various phases of the SKA telescope become operational, their own
surveys will be able to find the galaxies required to infer the position of even more
filaments within the survey area. We find that in 120 h, SKA1-mid/SKA2 will detect
HI emission from the strongest filaments in the field with a S/N of the order of 10 to
∼ 150 for the most pessimistic model considered here. Some of the brighter filaments
can be detected with an integration time of a few minutes with SKA1-mid and a few
seconds with SKA2. Therefore, SKA2 will be capable of not only detecting but also
mapping a large part of the IGM in these filaments.
Key words: cosmology: theory – diffuse radiation – intergalactic medium – large
scale structure of universe
1 INTRODUCTION
In the standard picture, the structure in the Universe forms
through non-linear gravitational collapse. This creates an
intricate pattern of galaxies, filaments and voids, collec-
tively known as the cosmic web. Such structures are clearly
seen in simulations based on the Λ-Cold Dark Matter
(ΛCDM) cosmological model. Simulations can provide
information on both the dark matter and the baryonic
gas particles, whereas, on the observational side, the main
probe of the large-scale structure has been through the
three-dimensional distribution of the observed galaxies,
such as in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al.
2000; Aihara et al. 2011), the 6-degree Field (6dF) Galaxy
Redshift Survey (Jones et al. 2004, 2009) and the Two Mi-
cron All-Sky Redshift Survey (2MRS, Huchra et al. 2012).
Specifically, a significant effort has been made in inferring
and characterizing large-scale filaments from galaxy surveys
and they seem to match the predictions made by the ΛCDM
model (e.g., Sousbie et al. 2008; Jasche et al. 2010; Smith
et al. 2012; Tempel et al. 2014). Unfortunately however,
the positions of galaxies only provide a biased tracer of the
underlying density field and give little information on the
gas content in the filaments themselves.
Recent observations have begun to probe the hydrogen
gas from the intergalactic medium (IGM). In particular,
cross-correlation of neutral hydrogen (HI) 21 cm intensity
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maps, together with galaxy surveys at z ∼ 0.8 have given
strong evidence for the existence of HI gas in galaxies
below the detection limit in the cosmic web (Chang et al.
2010; Masui et al. 2013). Furthermore, at higher redshift,
signs of filamentary structure in the gas have been detected
in absorption in the spectra of background sources (e.g.,
Rollinde et al. 2003; D’Odorico et al. 2006; Cappetta et al.
2010; Finley et al. 2014). Nonetheless, the number of direct
detections of the IGM in filaments is still limited to a few
in the vicinity of galaxies in the circumgalactic medium and
the size of the detected filaments is relatively small at a few
∼ 100 kpc (e.g., Lockman et al. 2012; Cantalupo et al. 2014).
The IGM can be divided into two main components: the
Warm-Hot Intergalactic Medium (WHIM) with temper-
atures of ∼ 105 − 107 K and a cooler component with
temperatures up to ∼ 105 K (Cen et al. 1993; Evrard et al.
1994). The WHIM consists of highly ionized gas that is
heated by local galaxies, but predominantly shock-heated
during structure formation, and is expected to contain a
large fraction of the baryonic matter in the IGM (e.g.,
Yoshida et al. 2005). The existence of significant amounts of
hot gas in large-scale filaments has been confirmed through
X-ray observations (e.g., Eckert et al. 2015), by tracing
the galaxy luminosity density (Nevalainen et al. 2015) and
through the thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect (de Graaff
et al. 2017). The cooler component of the IGM, on the
other hand, is mostly kept ionized and heated by the the
cosmic UV background (UVB). It can be traced through
Lyman alpha absorption (e.g., D’Odorico et al. 2006),
Lyman alpha emission (Silva et al. 2016) or through HI 21
cm emission (Takeuchi et al. 2014; Kooistra et al. 2017,
hereafter K17) if the neutral fraction is high enough.
In K17, using a simple model based on the dark matter den-
sity field, it was shown that multiple current and upcoming
radio telescopes have the sensitivity to possibly detect
the HI 21 cm signal from the cold component in strong
large-scale filaments at z = 0.1 within ∼ 100 h integrations
and with signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of ∼ 1− 10 for phase 2
of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA2). Such an observation
could have the potential to provide an unbiased tracer
of the underlying dark matter distribution (Cui et al. 2018).
The differential brightness temperature signal is propor-
tional to the neutral hydrogen number density nHI in cgs
units following (Furlanetto et al. 2006)
δTHIb (z) =5.48× 10−14 × nHI(z)
(1 + z)H(z)
(1)
×
(
1− TCMB(z)
Ts
)[
1 +H(z)−1dvr/dr
]−1
K,
where H(z) is the Hubble parameter, TCMB the temperature
of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), Ts the spin
temperature of the gas and dvr/dr is the comoving gradient
of the comoving velocity along the line of sight. The signal
can be inferred from the gas density (including clumping)
and temperature assuming an ionizing background radia-
tion model. In K17, these quantities were determined from
the density field of a dark matter (DM) only simulation by
assuming that the baryonic matter follows the DM density
field perfectly. From there, the ionization and neutral
fractions and the temperature were derived in thermal and
ionization equilibrium. The HI emission in that case is
completely governed by the UVB, the density field and the
cosmology.
However, we know from observations that filaments contain
galaxies and quasars that provide an extra local source of
heating and ionization. This, together with shock-heating
negatively impacts the HI 21 cm signal. Therefore, for
this study, we adopt a more sophisticated hydrodynamical
simulation that includes both these effects, resulting in
more realistic conditions in the IGM. This will allow us
to better estimate the strength of the filament signal.
We furthermore apply a strategy to find filaments that is
applicable to both the simulations and the observations. We
focus on the most sensitive of the upcoming radio telescopes
and carry out a detailed calculation of the prospects for
making a detection using either the first phase of the SKA
(SKA1-mid) or the future upgrade to SKA2.
We begin this paper by describing the simulation and the
framework we use to obtain a realistic filament signal in Sec-
tion 2. The strategy that will be adopted for observations is
laid out in Section 3. Then estimates for observations with
SKA1-mid and SKA2 will be made in Section 4. Finally,
some additional observational effects will be discussed in
Section 5. Throughout the paper we adopt the Planck Col-
laboration et al. (2014) cosmological parameters, which are
consistent with the latest Planck Collaboration et al. (2018)
parameters within the errors.
2 THE HI 21CM SIGNAL FROM
SIMULATIONS
In this section we provide a description of the simulation
that is used to determine a realistic filament signal and the
method that was adopted to extract filaments from the box.
We then discuss the major sources of uncertainty for such
an estimate.
2.1 The EAGLE simulation box
The Evolution and Assembly of GaLaxies and their Envi-
ronments (EAGLE) suite of simulations includes heating
due to shocks as well as radiative transfer calculations to
realistically propagate the photons from local galaxies into
their surrounding environment (Schaye et al. 2015; Crain
et al. 2015). We make use of the largest box that is available
in the public data release (McAlpine et al. 2016). The
box contains 15043 dark matter particles with masses of
6.57×106h−1M and initially the same amount of baryonic
particles with masses of 1.23 × 106 h−1M. The volume of
the simulation is 100 Mpc3.
The dataset provides us with the smooth particle hydrody-
namical (SPH) particle data, namely the gas density, gas
temperature and smoothing length of the particles, as well
as the positions of halos. We calculate the HI properties
of the gas, including the 21 cm differential brightness
temperature signal directly on the SPH particles. In order
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to estimate the hydrogen neutral fraction in each cell, we
assume ionization-recombination equilibrium and use the
temperature directly from the simulation. The ionization
fraction additionally depends on the electron density and
the strength of the photo-ionizing background. We note that
in this simulation, for starforming particles the temperature
represents a parameterization of the effective pressure of the
multiphase interstellar medium. Their temperature should
therefore not be used to compute the ionization fraction.
Since these particles will mostly be located within galaxies,
we find that for the IGM in large-scale filaments considered
in this work, both removing the starforming particles or
fixing their neutral neutral fraction to unity yields the same
result.
The HI 21 cm signal can then further be determined follow-
ing the prescription outlined in K17, where we now use the
case A hydrogen recombination rate and the corresponding
fraction of Lyman α photons per recombination. Case A,
where recombinations directly into the ground state are
included, is more applicable to the gas considered here than
case B, the latter of which was adopted in K17, since the
IGM is optically thin (Draine 2011). We then use the Y T
package (Turk et al. 2011) to deposit the particles onto a
regular grid with 10243 cells, corresponding to a resolution
of 66 h−1kpc. We adopt a cubic SPH kernel and 58 nearest
neighbors, similar to the kernel that was used in EAGLE
itself (Schaye et al. 2015). Further analysis in this paper is
performed on this gridded box.
The photo-ionization rate is one of the main uncertainties
in this estimation. Here, we consider three different models
for the UVB: The Haardt & Madau (2001, HM01 after
this) UVB gives the highest photo-ionization rate at z=0,
whereas the Haardt & Madau (2012, HM12 hereupon)
results in the lowest photo-ionization rate. These models
adopt the same methodology, but the HM12 uses an
updated description of the ionizing sources to adress
the observational constraints available at the time. This
includes X-ray emission from AGN and UV emission from
starforming galaxies at all redshifts, as well as a more
detailed treatment of absorption. The most recent continu-
ation of this set of models is given by Puchwein et al. (2018,
henceforth P18) with an intermediate photo-ionization rate
and includes new constraints on the column density distri-
bution of HI absorbers and a new treatment of the opacity
for ionizing photons in the IGM. Each of these backgrounds
will result in a different filament signal strength and this
uncertainty in the intensity of the UVB and its implications
will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.4. We note
that the EAGLE simulation itself adopts the HM01 UVB
model. Adopting a different UVB photoionization rate for
determining the HI fraction is not fully self-consistent,
since the IGM temperature was computed assuming the
HM01 model. Given that the two other UVB models that
we consider have lower photoionization and heating rates,
we can infer that by using the temperature provided by
the EAGLE simulation, the HI fractions determined for the
other UVB models are underestimated. This also results
in a lower HI 21 cm signal. The estimates of the filament
signal in this work that adopt the HM12 and P18 UVB
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Figure 1. Distribution of the HI 21 cm differential brightness
temperature signal as a function of overdensity for cells in the
EAGLE simulation, assuming the HM01 UV background and af-
ter masking cells with a radius of 100 h−1kpc around the position
of the halos. The cells at the top of the figure, above the main
distribution are cells belonging to halos that were not completely
masked. The colorbar shows the number of cells.
models should thus be considered as lower limits.
2.2 Contamination by galaxies
One thing to take into account for the observations is
that emission from galaxies will contaminate the IGM
signal. The voxels in the datacube containing the galaxies
can be masked and the SKA has sufficient resolution to
do this without losing significant fractions of the volume
of a filament. The difficulty lies in finding the positions
of the galaxies. Surveys, such as SDSS can provide the
positions of the most massive galaxies, but that still leaves
contamination by the weaker ones. In K17, this remaining
contamination was estimated to be of the order of ∼ 10%
after masking SDSS galaxies. Since the IGM signal esti-
mates obtained from the EAGLE simulation used in this
work are lower, signifying a lower neutral fraction and thus
less HI gass, the contamination due to the faint galaxies
not detected by SDSS will also be higher. However, SKA
itself will be much more sensitive than SDSS, allowing the
localisation and masking of faint galaxies well into the dwarf
regime (K17). Additionally, even if it will not be possible to
mask all of the faint galaxies, the integrated signal would
still contain emission from gas that has not been detected
before and will therefore still be worth studying.
Galaxies and their circumgalactic medium (CGM) contain
large amounts of neutral gas, but since we are targetting the
HI gas in the IGM, we remove their signal by masking them
with a fixed masking radius of 100 h−1kpc. We explored
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Figure 2. Mean HI 21 cm brightness temperature in a slice of 5.3 h−1Mpc of the EAGLE simulation for HI fractions based on the HM01
UVB. The blue lines denote the filament spines that were determined through the Bisous model code with a length of l ≥ 5 h−1Mpc.
The filaments are determined, based on the sample of star forming galaxies in the simulation with Mgal ≥ 108M. The right panel shows
a zoom in of the region highlighted in the green box in the left panel. Cells around the position of galaxies were masked out to a radius
of 100 h−1kpc in these maps.
the impact of adopting a different radius on the signal
and found this radius to effectively remove most of the
unwanted signal. Nonetheless, a small amount of contam-
ination still remains from halos that are larger. Properly
removing this contamination observationally would require
an accurate measurement of the size of each galaxy. Due
to the interferometric nature of the SKA, sources such as
galaxies that are brighter than the extended emission from
the IGM will also add strong sidelobe noise that needs to
be removed from the datacube before extracting the IGM
signal. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.
Fig. 1 shows the distribution of HI 21 cm differential bright-
ness temperature as a function of the overdensity of the cells
in the simulation box, assuming the HM01 UVB and after
masking the galaxies and their CGM. The baryonic physics
included in EAGLE yield a wide distribution of signals for a
given density that spans more than 4 orders of magnitude.
The small number of bright cells that can be seen above
the main distribution corresponds to regions in the CGM of
large galaxies that were not masked with the adopted fixed
masking radius. Since the number density of these cells is
small, their effect on the targeted IGM signal is minimal.
2.3 Filament extraction
Although filaments can be easily identified by eye in slices of
the simulation box, fully extracting these three-dimensional
structures is difficult. For this study, we chose to use the
Bisous model code by Tempel et al. (2014, 2016) to find
filaments in the EAGLE simulation. It has also been widely
applied to observations. The Bisous algorithm models the
three-dimensional structures in the distribution of the
galaxies through a marked point process and only requires
the galaxy positions as input. The statistical nature of
the inferred filaments means that there is a significant
probability that some of the identified filaments are not
real, since a group of galaxies that formed along a line by
chance, but whose underlying density field is not connected
by a filament could still be inferred by the code as a
connected filament. To minimize this effect in our sample,
we only consider filaments that are longer than 5 h−1Mpc.
Moreover, the spatial distribution of the filaments should
be closely connected to large galaxies. Therefore, we limit
the sample to galaxies with masses above 108M in order
to trace the stronger filaments, as well as those having non-
zero starformation rate in EAGLE since filament galaxies
can accrete gas from the filament and can thus be expected
to have some ongoing starformation. The mean brightness
temperature of HI 21 cm emission in a slice of the simulation
box of width 5.3 h−1Mpc can be seen in Fig. 2, where the
blue lines denote the inferred filament spines. Most of the
structures in the box are traced well by the Bisous filaments.
The Bisous model code only provides the three-dimensional
positions of the points defining the filament spine. Along
the spine in the simulation, the width of a filament can vary.
However, when dealing with observations, this information
from the underlying density field is not available and so
an assumption for the width needs to be made a priori.
In this case we assume the filaments to have a radius of
0.5 h−1Mpc, as was used in Tempel et al. (2014), and
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Figure 3.Distribution of the mean signal per cell in filaments as a
function of their length for Bisous filaments longer than 5 h−1Mpc
in the EAGLE simulation box. A filament radius of 0.5 h−1Mpc
was adopted together with the HM01 UVB.
mask all the cells that are at a distance greater than this
radius away from the filament points to extract the cells
in filaments. The signal of the complete filament is then
given by the mean of all the cells that fall within the
filament radius. Choosing a slightly smaller radius (i.e.,
0.25 h−1Mpc) did not significantly affect our mean signal
estimates, but it gives more scatter in the signal, since
some of the inferred spines can be misaligned with parts of
the underlying density field. A filament radius of 1 h−1Mpc
does result in a slightly lower mean signal (i.e. ∼10-50%),
since some filaments are less wide and thus empty regions
around the filaments will be included in the integration.
The scatter for this large radius does decrease, since then
most of the underlying density field of the filaments will be
encapsulated by the cylinders around the filament spines,
even if there is a slight misalignment. Because a larger
physical radius also results in a larger area on the sky, we
take the radius of 0.5 h−1Mpc to avoid having to integrate
over too large angular scales.
The distribution of the mean filament signal as a function of
the filament length is shown in Fig. 3. The plot shows that
there is a large range of mean signals for these filaments
due to the different environments inside them. Howver,
most of the low density gas sits at brightness temperatures
around the median value of a few times ∼ 10−7 K in this
distribution. This corresponds to an HI column density of
∼ 2 − 5 × 1013 cm−2 for a 100 km s−1 velocity width. In
the inner most dense parts of the filaments they tend to
be brighter and some dense clumps of gas can additionally
drive up the mean filament signal to the higher outliers
shown in Fig. 3. The outliers to lower mean signals are due
to misalignments of the inferred filament spines with the
underlying density distribution.
We note that many other methods have been developed to
identify the large-scale structure components in simulations
(see e.g., Libeskind et al. 2018, for an overview of a
number of different available codes). For observations, the
large-scale structure is only traced by the positions of the
galaxies. Recovering the filaments requires a method that
can properly infer the structures based solely on the limited
data from galaxy surveys. This makes the Bisous model a
good choice for this study, since it can be applied directly
to both the simulations and real data from galaxy redshift
surveys. The same model will therefore come back in our
observational strategy in Section 3.
Another thing to note is that observations do not measure
distances in physical distances. Instead, galaxy surveys ob-
serve in redshift-space, where the peculiar velocities of galax-
ies can add Doppler shifts to the measured redshifts (e.g.,
Davis & Peebles 1983; Kaiser 1987). This effect can result in
errors in the inferred spatial positions of galaxies, whereby
certain large-scale structures can appear to be more elon-
gated along the line of sight than they are in reality. There-
fore, before a filament finder can be applied to a sample of
galaxies from a galaxy redshift survey, the redshifts first need
to be converted to proper distances, which need to be cor-
rected for the redshift-space distortions. The majority of the
effects of velocities on redshift measurents can be supressed
(e.g., Tegmark et al. 2004; Tempel et al. 2014), but for some
filaments errors in the locations of the inferred spines can
remain.
2.4 UV background uncertainty
As was briefly touched upon in Section 2.1, another large
uncertainty to the expected signal strength is the intensity
of the UVB. For this reason, we considered three obser-
vationally driven models for the UVB. Although there is
a large spread in the possible filament signal values, we
use a mean value from the distribution shown in Fig. 3
calculated for each UVB to determine its effect on the
overall distribution. Since some of the highest signals are
likely contaminated by remaining contribution from galax-
ies, we remove the 10% highest and lowest signal filaments
to determine the mean. The resulting values are given in
Table 1, together with the standard deviation of the cut
distribution. For reference, we also give the corresponding
HI column density over a 100 km s−1 velocity width. These
values are consistent with the lower-density gas found
through HI absorption measurements at low redshift (e.g.,
Tepper-Garc´ıa et al. 2012). The last column in Table 1
presents the column density based on the mean signal in
the brightest 10 per cent of the cells in filaments in the
simulation box. This shows that a significant fraction of the
IGM gas in the filaments has densities one or two orders of
magnitude higher than the mean and can thus also result
in a stronger signal.
Due to its high photo-ionization rate, the HM01 model also
gives the lowest signal limit. However, the photo-ionization
rate of this model lies above the limits derived from obser-
vations of Hα emission in a nearby galaxy (Fumagalli et al.
2017). The HM12 model on the other hand, results in the
highest signal, but its photo-ionization rate lies below the
observed limits. The UVB model by P18 is fully consistent
with those limits and results in a filament signal that is a
factor ∼3 lower than the one derived using HM12. The dif-
ference between the mean signals from the HM01 and P18
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Table 1. Estimated mean filament signals < δTHIb >fil of the
Bisous filaments for the three different UVB models (after remov-
ing the 10% lowest and highest outliers). The values are given in
order of increasing HI photo-ionization rate (ΓHI) at z=0. The
error on the signal denotes the standard deviation of the distri-
bution of filament signals. The HI column densities NallHI have
been determined from the mean filament signals over a 100 km
s−1 velocity width, corresponding to twice the filament radius of
0.5h−1 Mpc at z = 0.01. N10%HI denotes the column density based
on the mean filament signal in the brightest 10 per cent of the
cells within filaments in the simulation.
UVB model ΓHI at z=0 < δT
HI
b >fil N
all
HI N
10%
HI
(10−14 s−1) (10−7 K) (cm−2) (cm−2)
HM12 2.3 6± 6 1× 1014 2× 1016
P18 6.1 2± 2 4× 1013 8× 1015
HM01 8.4 2± 2 3× 1013 5× 1015
is negligible within the standard deviations of the distribu-
tions. We assume these values to be representative for typi-
cal filaments and we note that the difference in the resulting
filament signal strengths for the two extreme models is only
a factor of 3. For further estimates of the detectability, we
consider both extreme cases: δTb = 2× 10−7 K from HM01
as the lower limit and δTb = 6× 10−7 K assuming HM12 as
the upper limit.
3 OBSERVATIONAL STRATEGY
In order to maximize the chance of a detection, it is essential
to first determine where on the sky the best candidate
filaments can be found. The only resource available to find
target filaments are the positions of the galaxies detected
beforehand. In the same way that we determined filament
signals from the galaxy catalogue of the simulation in
Section 2.3, we propose to use galaxy surveys to first
determine the locations of the filament spines and then
integrate the emission around these spines to obtain a signal.
In this Section we apply this strategy to existing galaxy
surveys to determine how many filaments are accesible to
the SKA. We then use the average filament signals obtained
in Section 2.3 to estimate the S/N for the integrated signal
per filament with the SKA, where the S/N then depends
on the three-dimensional orientation of the filament. Here,
we outline which steps will be required to make a detection
and how we estimate the noise that can be expected for
such an observation with the SKA.
In this case we consider the two phases of the telescope
separately. The first phase of the SKA will consist of the
64 13.5m dishes currently operating as the Karoo Array
Telescope (MeerKAT) together with 133 dishes of 15m
diameter that will be added to it1. For its second phase,
this system will be significantly expanded to a total of 1500
1 See Baseline Design Document version 2 at:
https://www.skatelescope.org/key-documents/
Table 2. Properties of the two phases of the SKA (see footnote
1).
Parameter SKA1-Mid SKA-2
Number of dishes, Ndish 197 1500
Dish diameter, Ddish (m) 64×13.5 + 133×15 15
Total collecting area, Atot (m2) 32,664 265,071
System temperature, Tsys (K) 20 30
Aperture efficiency, ap 0.8 0.8
Field of View (deg2) ∼1 ∼1
Angular resolution (arcsec) ∼0.3 ∼0.1
System Equivalent
Flux Density, SEFD (Jy) 2.1 0.4
dishes, which will result in an unprecedented sensitivity
at these frequencies. The relevant properties of these two
arrays that will be used in this study are summarized in
Table 2.
3.1 Filament catalogues from SDSS, 2MRS and
6dF
Given their high sensitivity, both SKA1-mid and SKA2
will be able to detect extremely faint galaxies and there-
fore it would be possible to trace almost the complete
cosmic web within their surveys. However, until data
from such surveys becomes available, it is necessary to
resort to existing galaxy surveys in order to determine
the location of filament spines on the sky. In this case,
we use the galaxy catalogues from three large-area galaxy
redshift surveys to identify realistic filaments as a proxy for
what the SKA should be able to detect in its survey volumes.
One of the largest and most dense samples of galaxy
redshifts was obtained by SDSS. We adopt the filament
catalogue that was described in Tempel et al. (2014), whose
data is publicly available. The catalogue uses a sample of
499340 galaxies in the redshift range 0.009 ≤ z ≤ 0.155
and is limited in magnitude by the spectroscopic sample
(Strauss et al. 2002).
Additionally, we applied the Bisous model to the galaxy
sample of the 2MRS survey and to a combined sample of
2MRS and 6dF galaxies. The 6dF sample of 126754 sources
is limited in magnitudes by mK ≤ 12.65, mH ≤ 12.95, mJ ≤
13.75, mrF ≤ 15.60 and mbJ ≤ 16.75, and has a median red-
shift of 0.053 (Jones et al. 2009). In the case of 2MRS, the
sample contains 44599 galaxies and is limited in magnitude
by mKs ≤ 11.75. The survey only probes out to redshifts
of z ≈ 0.05, but it covers a larger area of the sky than the
other two surveys (Huchra et al. 2012). Because the 2MRS
galaxies are used in both filament catalogues, there will be
some overlap between the filament spines derived from them.
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Figure 4. Sketch of the filament noise integration scheme. The
blue line shows the spine of the filament in the sky plane, where
the yellow dots denote the filament points from the filament cata-
logue. The black lines denote the angular size of the 1 h−1Mpc fil-
ament diameter at each point, Θi. The cyan shaded trapezoid ar-
eas (Apatch) between every point are added together in a weighted
sum, according to Equation 4.
3.2 Noise estimation
The signal-to-noise ratio of a filament depends on both
the signal itself and on the noise originating from the
instrument and the survey characteristics. We assume every
filament has the same signal, so that the S/N only varies
depending on the filament size on the sky and the telescope
sensitivity.
For the integration of the signal in real data, the filament
would be split up into resolution elements, whose angular
size corresponds to the filament diameter of 0.5 h−1Mpc.
However, since the resolution of the observation itself is
higher, the noise will add together depending on the size
of such an integration element. The depth of the filament
within that element then sets the frequency range for the
integration. In order to estimate the noise for each filament,
we take every point of the spine given by the filament
catalogue, then use its redshift to determine the angular
size of the filament diameter and add together the trapezoid
shaped patches set by two neighboring spine points. The
parallel sides of the trapezoid are set by the angular size by
going up and down 0.5 h−1Mpc in declination, whereas the
other two sides of the trapezoid are formed by connecting
the tops and bottoms of the parallel sides. Fig. 4 gives a
sketch of how a filament is divided up into the trapezoid
patches along the sky for the integration.
The area Apatch on the sky of a single patch is set by the
angular size Θ as:
Apatch =
Θi + Θi+1
2
×∆RA, (2)
where Θi is the angular size at point i, Θi+1 the angular
size at the adjacent point and ∆RA is the difference in right
ascension between the two points. The noise of a radio tele-
scope is given by
∆TN =
λ20(1 + z)
2
∆θ2apAtot
Tsys√
∆νtobs
, (3)
where the rest frame wavelength of the observed line is
denoted by λ0 and ∆θ is the angular resolution. As an
approximation, we set ∆θ2 = Apatch. The parameter ap
denotes the aperture efficiency, Atot is the total collecting
area of the telescope, Tsys the system temperature, δν
the frequency bandwidth over which is integrated for the
observations and tobs is the integration time (Furlanetto
et al. 2006; Kooistra et al. 2017). Equation 3 implies that
the sensitivity will be higher when the filament is orientated
perpendicular to the line-of-sight. This results in a noise
level of 5.2×10−6 K (9.6×10−7 K) for SKA1-mid (SKA2)
for an angular resolution of 10 arcmin, and frequency
resolution of 20 kHz with an integration time of 120 h at
z = 0.01.
All the elements along the filament spine are then added
together in the following manner to obtain the total noise
per filament:
σfil =
1
npatch
√∑
i
σ2patch,i, (4)
with npatch denoting the number of patches.
The angular size of very local filaments can be quite large. If
the scales of the fluctuations in the IGM become too large,
the spatial filtering of the telescope would cause a reduction
in the S/N and a deviation from Equation 3. Therefore, we
limit the filaments considered here to a minimum redshift
of z = 0.01. The effect of the large angular scale of the
nearby filaments will be discussed in more detail in Section
5.1. We note that for the observations the voxels containing
emission from galaxies would have to be masked, reducing
the volume that is integrated over. However, since the size of
the galaxies is small compared to the size of a filament, this
would require only a minor correction and is not included
here.
4 SKA SIGNAL-TO-NOISE PREDICTIONS
Applying the methods described in Section 3.2 to all the
filaments in the filament catalogues described in Section
3.1 and dividing the signal estimate by the total noise then
yields the expected S/N. Because of the large variety in
HI photo-ionization rates for the UVB models discussed in
Section 4, we determine the S/N for the two limits derived
there: δTb = 2 × 10−7 K (lower) and δTb = 6 × 10−7 K
(upper). We assume an integration time of 120 h for the
observations.
The galaxy catalogues also cover areas of the sky that
are not accesible to the SKA. Given its latitude of ∼-30◦,
we remove all filaments from the sample that fall outside
the declination range of +60◦ to -90◦. Out of the 9477,
6779 and 2603 filaments of length equal to or greater than
5 h−1Mpc at z ≥0.01 for the SDSS, 2MRS+6dF and 2MRS
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Table 3. Properties and predicted SKA1-mid and SKA2 signal-to-noise values of the ten best filaments in each of the three galaxy
catalogues with an integration time of 120 h for the HM12 upper limit signal of δTb = 6 × 10−7 K and the HM01 lower limit of
δTb = 2× 10−7 K. The first column in the table shows catalogue the filaments belong to, the second gives the ID number of the filament
and third shows the redshift of the filament. The angular size corresponding to the filament diameter at redshift z is given by Θ(z) and
its length by l. The remaining columns give the upper and lower S/N values for both SKA phases.
Filament ID z Θ(z) l S/N S/N S/N S/N
Catalogue (deg) (h−1Mpc) SKA1-mid SKA2 SKA1-mid SKA2
HM12 HM12 HM01 HM01
SDSS 1 0.01 1.9 10.6 33 182 11 61
2 0.011 1.7 10.1 29 158 9.5 53
3 0.011 1.7 7.3 26 140 8.7 47
4 0.013 1.5 20.6 25 133 8.3 44
5 0.012 1.6 15.6 24 130 8.0 43
6 0.012 1.6 7 20 109 6.7 36
7 0.014 1.4 18.6 19 100 6.3 33
8 0.012 1.6 15.7 17 91 5.6 30
9 0.013 1.5 15.6 17 91 5.6 30
10 0.014 1.4 9.7 16 90 5.4 30
2MRS 11 0.011 1.7 11.5 90 500 30 167
+ 12 0.012 1.6 7 40 214 13 71
6dF 13 0.012 1.6 19.5 40 214 13 71
14 0.01 1.9 13 38 200 13 67
15 0.014 1.4 8.5 38 200 13 67
16 0.012 1.6 25.5 26 140 8.7 47
17 0.017 1.1 19 23 128 7.7 43
18 0.014 1.4 35 22 120 7.4 40
19 0.013 1.5 24 21 113 6.9 38
20 0.015 1.3 27.5 21 111 6.9 37
2MRS 21 0.01 1.9 16 80 429 27 143
22 0.014 1.4 9.5 35 194 12 65
23 0.01 1.9 9 35 188 12 63
24 0.019 1.0 17 30 167 10 56
25 0.025 0.8 9 29 158 9.5 53
26 0.012 1.6 22 26 143 8.7 48
27 0.011 1.7 18.5 25 133 8.3 44
28 0.013 1.5 6.5 24 128 8.0 43
29 0.014 1.4 40 24 128 8.0 43
30 0.022 0.9 11.5 22 120 7.4 40
filament catalogues, respectively, 85, 231 and 162 filaments
can be detected with SKA1-mid at S/N≥2, assuming the
lower limit signal. In the case of the upper limit signal,
the number of filaments increases to 475, 860 and 637,
respectively. For SKA2, the S/N is ∼ 5.5 times higher,
following from the difference in the collective areas using
Equation 3, and thus many more filaments become available
for individual detections. The ten highest S/N filaments
from each catalogue and their properties are summarized in
Table 3. The maximum integrated S/N value of a filament
we estimate for SKA1-mid is 90, whereas the same filament
has a S/N value of 500 with SKA2. Therefore, although
SKA1-mid can make initial detections of some of the
filaments by integrating along the filament, an instrument
as sensitive as SKA2 would even be able to map out the
brightest parts of the filaments. Looking at the highest S/N
filament with SKA2 (filament 11 in Table 3), the signal
would reach S/N = 2 with an integration time of only
∼7-62s, depending on the strength of the UVB. The S/N
= 2 integration time for the same filament with SKA1-mid
would be ∼4-32m.
We point out again that there is significant scatter in the
filament signals, as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, there will
be filaments presented here that will be detected with an
even higher S/N. Overall it can therefore be expected that a
significant number of robust detections will be made already
with SKA1-mid. The advantage of the integration method
presented here is that, in principle, the integration can be
performed with data from any galaxy survey with the same
instruments, as long as the integration time per pointing of
the survey is long enough.
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5 EFFECTS OF INTERFEROMETERS
Radio interferometers, such as the SKA, are limited by their
baselines in which scales they are sensitive to. For a point
source, the sensitivity of the telescope corresponds to the
value presented in Equation 3. For diffuse emission, the sit-
uation becomes more complicated due to spatial filtering,
which could cause additional loss of signal on the larger
scales. In the next section, we therefore make a rough es-
timate of the magnitude of this effect by considering two-
dimensional images of a filament from the simulation.
5.1 Spatial filtering
The S/N estimates presented so far have assumed that
the telescope can perfectly probe the complete filaments.
However, due to the nature of an interferometer, only scales
smaller than the scale corresponding to the shortest baseline
will be resolved. For the SKA, the minimum baseline will be
∼ 20 m, corresponding to an angular scale of ∼36 arcmin.
Also, since the UV-plane is not fully sampled, there will
be significant spatial filtering that will cause a signal loss
on the more diffuse structures. In order to estimate this
loss, we manually extracted a ∼10 h−1Mpc filament from
the simulation box. We then convolved an image of the
filament with a point spread function (PSF) of SKA1-mid,
where the angular scale of the pixels in the PSF image
changes as a function of redshift. This way, we can directly
compare between each redshift, since the same filament is
imaged in all cases. The baseline design for SKA2 is not
yet known, but since it will more dishes than SKA1-mid,
as well as include the dishes already in SKA1-mid, we only
perform the calculation for SKA1-mid and expect that the
performance of SKA2 will be even better.
The PSF is calculated in two steps. First, a measurement
set is created using the publicly available SIMMS package2.
Here we adopt the antennae positions of SKA1-mid and
choose a pointing to -30◦ in declination and 0h00m RA, at
the frequency corresponding to the required redshift and
for a single frequency channel of 20 kHz. In reality, one
would have to integrate over multiple frequency channels
to cover an entire filament, but here we treat it as if the
filament was entirely in the plane of the sky to allow us to
estimate the spatial filtering in the angular directions.
In the next, step we created an image of the PSF from
the measurement set using the w-stacking clean imager
(WSClean; Offringa et al. 2014), which allows us to sample
the PSF in any size and scale. We calculate a separate
PSF for each redshift. Here, we used images with a size of
2048×2048 pixels, where the angular pixel scale depends on
the redshift. We apply uniform weighting to the visibilities.
This gives the noise level that was estimated with Equation
3, but it also results in the highest resolution. Other
weighting schemes, such as robust or natural weighting will
result in better surface brightness sensitivity. The angular
scale of a pixel in this 2048×2048 pixel image then becomes
2 Written by Sphesihle Makhathini: https://github.com/radio-
astro/simms
22.276′′,11.164′′, 4.497′′ and 2.276′′ at z = 0.01, 0.02,
0.05 and 0.1, respectively. The corresponding maximum
baselines probed by this PSF then respectively are 2.0, 4.0,
10 and 21 km, which yields much lower resolution than
the ∼0.3′′ FWHM of the SKA beam. Therefore, we are
under-sampling the PSF. However, in order to cover a field
of view (FoV) that encompasses the entire filament, this was
the maximum resolution we could manage computationally,
given the required memory usage. In order to check the
robustness of the PSF estimate, we recalculated the PSF by
excluding all baselines that are longer than the scale equiv-
alent to the size of a pixel. This resulted in PSFs identical
to the ones without a baseline cut and therefore we believe
that the estimates presented here are reasonable. Doing
a more detailed calculation would require multiple pointings.
Using the SPH kernel we deposited the simulated filament
onto a 2048 × 2048 pixel image, the same size as the PSF
image. Finally, we convolved the simulated image with
the PSFs at different redshifts to generate dirty images
of the filament. We note that the outer regions of the
PSF image are noisy and would result in strong edge
effects in the dirty image that are not real. We therefore
multiplied the PSF image with a Gaussian of width 410
pixels (1/5th the size of the image) before the convolution
in order to mitigate this effect. Since the exercise here
is meant to quantify the effect of the spatial filtering on
the filamentary structure, no noise was added to the images.
The images were then cleaned using the deconvolve task
in the Common Astronomy Software Applications package
(CASA; McMullin et al. 2007), adopting the multiscale
algorithm with a gain of 0.7 and 30,000 iterations. However,
the deconvolution results were unstable due to bright
sidelobes from the strong galaxies inside the filament
outshining the IGM and being interpreted by CASA as
sources. This will also be an issue for observations, where
galaxies will contaminate the signal in a similar way. We
furthermore attempted the same exercise on the filament
image where SPH particles within a radius of 100 h−1kpc
from the galaxy positions were removed before gridding the
image. This image is shown in the furthest left panel of
Fig. 5. However, the cleaning algorithm still diverges on a
solution and, as can be seen in the partially cleaned images
in the remaining panels of Fig. 5 there is added noise from
the brighter pixels at the top. The major structures of the
filament are recovered well and the integrated filament
signal between the black curves becomes lower from a factor
∼2 at z = 0.01, up to a factor of 1.1 at z = 0.1. Therefore,
we do not believe the spatial filtering to significantly affect
the IGM emission. It would, however, require significant
tweaking of the parameters to get the cleaning algorithm
to converge and also recover the brighter structures at the
top of the image with less noise. This falls outside the
scope of this paper and we leave this for a future publication.
Nonetheless, as an additional test we attempted the
same cleaning exercise as described above, but then on a
smoothed version of the filament image. In this case we
extract the same filament with a resolution of 0.13 h−1 Mpc
and linearly interpolate it to the 2048x2048 pixel image size
used for the PSF of SKA. Due to the interpolation, this
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removes the small scale fluctuations, which makes it easier
for the cleaning algorithm to converge, but the spatial
filtering would conversely be stronger. This image is shown
in the left panel of Fig. 6. The cleaned images are given in
the second and following panels. As can be expected, some
of the diffuse emission is filtered away by the telescope in
all cases. For the lowest redshift, the effect is strongest,
since the physical size of the fluctuations corresponds to the
largest angular scale on the sky. We determine the signal
loss by adding all the cells in between the two black lines
and dividing the value of the signal in the non-convolved
image with that of the convolved images. This gives signals
lower by a factor of ∼3 and ∼1.2 for z = 0.01 and 0.02,
respectively. For the z = 0.05 and z = 0.1, the signal loss
is less than ∼ 1%. Therefore, only for the nearest filaments
does the spatial filtering become significant.
Given that both the real and simulated filaments contain
structures at smaller scales, as shown in Fig. 5 already, the
signal loss in reality should be lower than this. However,
removing the bright contaminating sources will prove chal-
lenging for such an experiment and would require modeling
the sources and removing them before imaging. Methods for
this have already been developed for 21 cm Epoch of Reion-
ization experiments (e.g., Kazemi et al. 2011).
6 CONCLUSION
Detecting the 21 cm signal from the neutral hydrogen
gas in the IGM is very challenging. It requires sensitive
telescopes to reach noise levels below the 21 cm signal
from the small amount of neutral gas. Therefore, in this
study, we determined the prospects for the detection of the
integrated HI 21 cm signal of large-scale filaments with the
most powerful upcoming radio telescopes, SKA1-mid and
SKA2.
We made use of the density field and gas temperature from
the EAGLE simulation in order to realistically estimate
the HI 21 cm brightness temperature signal in the IGM.
The Bisous filament finder code was then used to extract
filaments from the simulation. We find, although there is
significant scatter, a conservative estimate of the integrated
mean filament signal of 2 − 6 × 10−7 K, depending on the
strength of the UVB.
We then took filaments from catalogues inferred from
existing galaxy surveys to identify realistic filaments within
the sky accessible to the SKA to estimate the S/N that can
be expected with both SKA1-mid and SKA2. The signal
was determined for three different estimates of the UVB.
This study yields ∼478-1972 filaments that lie within the
detection threshold of SKA1-mid with 120h integrations,
where the strongest results in a S/N value of 30 (167) for
SKA1-mid (SKA2), assuming the most pessimistic UVB and
ignoring spatial filtering due to the array. The noise for this
filament would already result in S/N = 2 with with integra-
tion times of ∼4-32m with SKA1-mid and ∼7-62s for SKA2.
In order to estimate the effect on this signal of observing
with an interferometer, we made an estimation of the
magnitude of the signal loss due to the spatial filtering.
This showed that, for the closest filaments, the signal can
decrease up to a factor of ∼ 3. We also find that bright
sources, such as galaxies will have to be carefully modeled
and removed in order to recover the IGM signal.
Therefore, SKA1-mid will be able to make initial detections
of the integrated 21 cm signal of a large sample of filaments,
whereas SKA2 will open up the possibility for large statis-
tical studies of the filament signals, as well as potentially
mapping parts of them. The direct detection of neutral gas
from the IGM in large-scale filaments will greatly contribute
to constraining ionization conditions within the IGM in the
local Universe.
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